KABLOONA
that this land is without shadow, without perspective; it is as if
you had only one eye. Hollows and humps have no contour and
are alike invisible. You take a step and are off ludicrously into
space; another,, and you are on your knees in a hummock of
snow. You can see that beacon standing a quarter of a mile
away, but you cannot see what is at your feet: open your eyes
as wide as you please, stare as hard as you will, what is at your
feet is invisible to you.
Often when I wandered alone in this silence, this infinite
solitude, this dead infinity, I wondered if I were dreaming.
Who was this man that seemed to be me and that stumbled in
rude clothes over the snow, an Eskimo knife in his hand? If this
was I, what was I doing here, floating like a phantom through
this grey air? ^ifou will be shut in, walled up, unable to stir,
stupefied with boredom while you await the return of daylight.'
Who was it that had warned me thus? Bishop Fallaize, wasn't
it? Forgive me, your Grace, but I had not a moment of bore-
dom in the Arctic. Least of all, I swear, when I became lost
in a blizzard. There was no time for boredom.
I was out trapping. It was an escape from the excessively
oppressive atmosphere of the Post. But as white men are not
allowed to trap here, I was watching certain traps for an
Eskimo. He had set them, and I used to go out to visit them.
One day, taking advantage of the couple of hours of dusk that
remained to us, I went off in the wind, a sack of bait slung
across my chest in Eskimo fashion. It was one of those days
when you look round and say to yourself, 'Not too good, but it
will do,' and you chance it anyway. I was bound for a trapline
about half a mile from the Post. I reached it, reset two traps,
stood up and looked round to make certain of my bearings.
Behind ine the wind was blowing harder. I was in a situation
which makes people like me a bit nervous but in which also they
say, invariably, 'Just one more and Til turn back.' Already I
was having trouble with the shavings offish that constituted the
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